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Country Profile

Country 

Switzerland lies at the heart of Europe and is surrounded by Germany, 

Austria, Liechtenstein, Italy and France. It has a surface of 41,293 square 

kilometres. he capital is Bern (approximately 131,600 inhabitants, 

2012). Other main cities are Zurich (approximately 376,000 

inhabitants, 2012), Geneva (approximately 192,000 inhabitants, 

2012), Basel (approximately 170,000 inhabitants, 2012) and Lausanne 

(approximately 128,000 inhabitants, 2012).

he Alps take up the central and southern regions of the country and 

the Jura Mountains straddle the border with France in the north-east. 

Over 60 percent of the country is mountainous and a quarter of it is 

covered in forests. he Dufour summit (4634m) of Monte Rosa is the 

highest peak, however, the Matterhorn (4478m) is better known. 
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“he Swiss people are known for their warm heartedness and love of life. 

One of the many qualities Switzerland is known for, is its Swiss cheese, 

Fondue (a dish made of melted cheese) and not to forget the Swiss 

chocolate, and its watch making in which the Swiss are renowned for. 

he culture in Switzerland is greatly inluenced by its neighbours, and 

over the years a distinctive culture with strong regional diferences has 

developed. Together with the medical ield, inance and watch-making, 

Switzerland is very much a country for professionals. As a neutral 

country, Switzerland attracts many employers due to its historically low 

taxes, but also because of its high reputation for safety and security. 

he economic prospects are good, and the mountainous and beautiful 

scenery are a welcome added plus to the good quality of life.

Being located centrally in Europe, makes Switzerland a great meeting 

point for international conferences, wherein Geneva is home to the 

Management Culture
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A high salary level does not say much about what a person can aford. 

A comparison of purchasing power based on net income is more useful, 

since it takes account of what remains after tax and social security 

deductions. Purchasing power, the relationship between income and the 

cost of your shopping basket, gives an idea of what can be bought in a 

certain country with a particular level of income. We also give you an 

indication of regular rent prices because accommodation always takes up 

a large part of your salary, certainly if you are looking for a short-term 

lease.

he rent prices include all ancillary costs. Some caution is however 

required when directly comparing rents as the apartments may vary 

considerable from city to city in terms of size, comfort and location. 

Net pay is lowest compared to gross pay, in Frankfurt, Berlin, Warsaw,  

Brussels and Copenhagen, where tax and social security rates are highest.  

Purchasing power is highest by far in Zurich, followed by Los Angels.  

New York and London are by far the most expensive cities for renting an 

apartment.

What will I earn?
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Recruitment advertisements in the press are not a tradition in 

Switzerland, although they tend to appear a little more frequently in 

German-speaking Switzerland. here is no real national newspaper, but 

the best newspapers for good positions are the ‘Neue Zürcher Zeitung’ 

(NZZ), the ‘Tages Anzeiger’, the ‘Journal de Genève’, the ‘Tribune 

de Genève’, the ‘Finanz und Wirtschaft’, the ‘Handelsblatt’ and the 

‘Schweizerische Handels-Zeitung’.

he public and private employment services are also a useful route to a 

job. You can start your career by taking on a temporary job through a 

temping agency; an efective way of getting started. 

Directories can be useful both for speculative applications as well as for 

stages. For instance, the annual edition of ‘Success & Careers’ contains 

addresses of employers in Switzerland.

Main Routes to Employment
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1. he business culture in Switzerland is very formal and conservative.

a. True?

b. False?

2. In Swiss businesses planning is done according to the following:

a. A basic planning.

b. A detailed planning with a tight schedule.

c. A short term, one-year period, planning.

d. Business planning in Switzerland is done day by day.

3. Meetings in Switzerland are generally sharp, task oriented and orderly.

a. True?

b. False?

4. Regarding decisions in Switzerland you should consider the following:

a. Decisions are taken in a split second.

b. Every employee active within the company is able to take decisions.

c. Decisions are taken very slowly and are made by the top of the   

 organisation.

d. In Swiss companies decisions are never reached.

Quiz

Q to test your understanding of this ELM Guide on Switzerland

Management culture & job hunting in Switzerland
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